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We present forecasts for cosmological parameters from future cosmic microwave background (CMB)
data measured by the stage-4 (S4) generation of ground-based experiments in combination with large-scale
anisotropy data from the PIXIE satellite. We demonstrate the complementarity of the two experiments and
focus on science targets that benefit from their combination. We show that a cosmic-variance-limited
measurement of the optical depth to reionization provided by PIXIE, with error σðτÞ ¼ 0.002, is vital for
enabling a 5σ detection of the sum of the neutrino masses when combined with a CMB-S4 lensing
measurement and with lower-redshift constraints on the growth of structure and the distance-redshift
relation. Parameters characterizing the epoch of reionization will also be tightly constrained; PIXIE’s τ
constraint converts into σðzreÞ ¼ 0.2 for the mean time of reionization, and a kinematic Sunyaev-
Zel’dovich measurement from S4 gives σðΔzreÞ ¼ 0.03 for the duration of reionization. Both PIXIE and S4
will put strong constraints on primordial tensor fluctuations, vital for testing early-Universe models, and
will do so at distinct angular scales. We forecast σðrÞ ≈ 5 × 10−4 for a signal with a tensor-to-scalar ratio
r ¼ 10−3, after accounting for diffuse foreground removal and delensing. The wide and dense frequency
coverage of PIXIE results in an expected foreground-degradation factor on r of only ≈25%. By measuring
large and small scales PIXIE and S4 will together better limit the energy injection at recombination from
dark matter annihilation, with pann < 0.09 × 10−6 m3=s=kg projected at 95% confidence. Cosmological
parameters measured from the damping tail with S4 will be best constrained by polarization, which has the
advantage of minimal contamination from extragalactic emission.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.95.063504
I. INTRODUCTION
After the completion of the Planck mission [1], the
cosmic microwave background (CMB) community has
been investing much effort in designing future surveys to
address the open questions in cosmology arising from the
success of the ΛCDM paradigm [2]. New satellite missions
are currently being proposed for the mid-to-late 2020s with
the goal of improving measurements of the CMB temper-
ature and polarization on large-to-intermediate scales. These
include the COrE [3], LiteBIRD [4], and PIXIE [5,6]
missions.
In parallel, ground-based experiments, including the
Atacama Cosmology Telescope (ACT) [7,8] and
POLARBEAR/Simons Array [9,10] in Chile and the
South Pole Telescope (SPT) [11–13] and BICEP2/Keck
[14] at the South Pole, are continuing operations and are
now running stage-3 instruments measuring both temper-
ature and polarization on intermediate-to-small scales at
several frequencies. Major advances from the ground are
expected from the early 2020s with the CMB stage-4
project (S4) [15], with ground-based experiment teams
working together to cross critical theoretical and observa-
tional thresholds in cosmology.
In this paper we explore the combination of anisotropy
data to be measured from CMB-S4 and PIXIE and forecast
constraints on neutrino physics, reionization, primordial
fluctuations, and dark matter annihilation. We show that
the two experiments complement each other in terms of
angular range and sky fractions, providing orthogonal
information in parameter space (similar conclusions would
hold for the combination of S4 and LiteBIRD data). We
also highlight that replacing either experiment with data as
expected from the final Planck satellite release will not
provide sufficient reach in cosmological parameters.
Some of the work presented in this paper was developed
for the S4 Science Book and the PIXIE proposal. PIXIE
will also measure the total intensity of the CMB with
forecasts presented in a separate future paper.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we
summarize the details of these two CMB experiments
and present the cosmological results in Sec. III. In
Sec. IV we discuss how we account for the impact of
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foreground contamination in our results. We conclude
in Sec. V.
II. CMB STAGE-4 AND PIXIE SIMULATED DATA
In this section we describe the experimental specifica-
tions of S4 and PIXIE that we will use in our calculations.
The designs of both surveys are still being finalized, and
therefore we use a straw-person configuration defined by
the S4 Collaboration and the nominal configuration pro-
posed by PIXIE.
A. CMB stage 4
The CMB-S4 project proposes to use arrays of tele-
scopes at multiple sites hosting ≈500 000 advanced detec-
tors. It will measure CMB temperature and polarization
at multiple frequencies covering scales between about
6 degrees and 3 arc minutes.
For our representative S4 data set we will assume that the
survey is composed of two sets of observations: one
provides temperature, E modes of polarization and lensing
reconstruction over a wide range of scales and is used in all
science cases, while the second set focuses on extracting
large-scale B modes and is only considered here regarding
constraints on primordial fluctuations.
For the small-scale part of the survey, we assume that a
foreground-removed CMB map with a white-noise level of
1 μK-arc min in temperature (1.4 μK-arc min in polariza-
tion) and 3-arc min FWHM resolution will be obtained on
40% of the sky. The sky fraction is calculated considering a
survey covering all the sky accessible from the South Pole
and Chile sites (≈50%) and then excluding the Galactic
plane. We extract S4 cosmological information from lensed
T/E CMB power spectra in the range 30 ≤ l ≤ 3000 for
temperature and 30 ≤ l ≤ 5000 for polarization. CMB
gravitational lensing is also included with a measurement
of the convergence κκ spectrum at 30 ≤ l ≤ 3000. We
ignore the signal on the largest angular scales because of
atmospheric and ground pickup limitations and exclude
multipoles above 3000 in temperature and lensing to avoid
foreground contamination. In the baseline case we do not
include the B-mode small scales, assuming that the same
information is encoded in the reconstructed lensing power
spectrum.
For the large-scale part of the survey we assume that the
CMB, including B modes, is measured at angular scales
30 ≤ l ≤ 200 over 10% of the sky, with white-noise levels
and additional non-white noise described in Sec. IV. For
this latter case our calculations take into consideration the
presence of diffuse foregrounds and broad frequency
coverage, as described in Sec. IV.
B. PIXIE
PIXIE has been proposed to measure the linear polari-
zation anisotropy of the CMB on the largest scales using a
Fourier transform spectrometer and to measure the global
CMB intensity spectrum [5]. Here we consider only the
anisotropy measurements.
Following the PIXIE 2016 proposal, we consider a
survey that maps CMB polarization on 70% of the sky,
accounting for removal of the Galactic plane, with a
resolution of 1.6 degrees FWHM and an effective sensi-
tivity in polarization of 4 μK-arc min, coadded over
multiple frequency bands. We assume that PIXIE can
measure the E/B CMB power spectra in the range
2 ≤ l ≤ 100. As for S4, we employ the full frequency
coverage to propagate diffuse foregrounds to constraints on
primordial tensor fluctuations (see Sec. IV).
We combine data sets by splitting the l ranges and the
observed sky area as summarized in Table I (we will
explicitly mention variations in the baseline data set
combinations when considered). We also assume that both
PIXIE and S4 will be combined with final Planck data.
For this we rescale the Planck nominal sensitivities [16]
to match expected future temperature and polarization
full-mission data (following the implementation in
Ref. [17]). We also update Ref. [17] to match recent
HFI data [18], reproducing an optical depth to reionization
of τ ¼ 0.06 0.01. Planck data are used to complement
the multipole range and increase the observed sky fraction.
III. COMBINED COSMOLOGY
We predict the cosmological constraints from the com-
bination of PIXIE and S4 by performing Fisher matrix
TABLE I. Data configurations for PIXIE, S4 and Planck as
used in combined analyses.
Experiments
combination Fields l range fsky
PIXIEþ Planck:
PIXIE E/B 2–100 0.7
Planck T/E/kk 2=101=40–2500 0.4a
S4þ Planck:
S4 T/E/kk 30–3000=5000=3000 0.4
Planck T/E+ 30–2500 0.2b
T/E 2–29 0.7
PIXIEþ S4þ Planck:
PIXIE E/B 2–29 0.7
S4 T/E/kk 30–3000=5000=3000 0.4
Planck T/E 30–2500 0.2
S4 large scalesc T/E/B 30–200 0.1
aFor the Planck intermediate-to-small scales we assume that an
area with an effective sky fraction of 0.4 is retained after masking
the Galactic plane, in agreement with the Planck analysis [19].
bIn addition to S4, we assume that small scales are also
measured by Planck on 20% of the northern hemisphere.
cUsed only to constrain primordial fluctuations. When
combined with PIXIE and Planck, S4 uses this deep survey in
the range 30–200 on 10% of the sky and the remaining small-
scale T/E/kk at l > 200 on 40% of the sky.
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analyses. We vary the standard six basic parameters of the
ΛCDM model: the baryon density Ωbh2, the cold dark
matter density Ωch2, the amplitude and spectral index of
primordial scalar fluctuations As and ns, respectively, the
optical depth to reionization τ, and the Hubble constantH0.
We assume as baseline a flat universe described by the
Planck 2015 best-fit cosmology [2] apart from τ, which we
set to 0.06 to reflect the most recent Planck results [18]. We
further assume a single family of massive neutrinos with a
total mass of Σmν ¼ 60 meV, corresponding to the current
lower bound from neutrino oscillation experiments [20].
Simple single-parameter extensions are added for different
science cases. We will focus on physics which mostly
benefits from the combination of large-scale and small-
scale CMB anisotropy data. In particular, we will explore
limits on Σmν, the duration of reionization Δzre, the tensor-
to-scalar ratio r and the pann parameter quantifying energy
injection at recombination from dark matter annihilation.
For this work we have extended the previously devel-
oped Fisher matrix codes used in Refs. [17,21]. The Fisher
calculations use lensed Cls as observables in the first case
and lensed alms in the second case. Both codes consider
white noise unless stated and Gaussian covariances.1
Theoretical predictions are computed with the public
CAMB [23] and CLASS [24] Boltzmann solver codes,
respectively. We find that the two implementations give
consistent results.
A. A cosmic-variance-limited τ measurement
1. Neutrino physics
It has been now widely recognized (see e.g.,
Refs. [17,25]) that to reach a significant detection of the
neutrino mass in the next decade a very precise measure-
ment of the optical depth to reionization, τ, is necessary.
This is due to the multidimensional degeneracy between
τ − As − Σmν.
Our current best estimate for τ is provided by large-scale
polarized E modes measured by the Planck satellite, with
τ ¼ 0.055 0.009 [18]. This measurement of τ will how-
ever allow only low-significance evidence (≈2σ) for a
nonzero neutrino mass in the case of Σmν ¼ 60 meV when
combined with S4 and other probes (see discussion about
Fig. 1 below). We show here that a cosmic-variance-limited
measurement of τ with σðτÞ ¼ 0.002 from PIXIE will
enable a clear detection of Σmν.
In Fig. 1 we report two-dimensional marginalized
contour levels at 68% confidence in the τ − Σmν plane
for different combinations of data. PIXIE alone provides
no information on the neutrino mass but constrains τ
with σðτÞPIXIE ¼ 0.0071. We note that this constraint
suffers strongly from parameter degeneracies, i.e., with
the amplitude parameter As. We can anchor As by com-
plementing PIXIE with expected full-mission Planck data
and this brings the τ error to the desired cosmic-variance-
limited value, σðτÞPIXIEþPlanck ¼ 0.0022. S4 measures τ
from the combination of CMB primary and lensing (which
also partially breaks the degeneracy with As) with σðτÞS4 ¼
0.013 and gives a forecast neutrino mass uncertainty of
σðΣmνÞS4 ¼ 93 meV. S4 combined with Planck improves
only marginally. Adding PIXIE we obtain a tight CMB-
only, two-dimensional parameter space and forecast the
following marginalized errors:
σðτÞ ¼ 0.0020;
σðΣmνÞ ¼ 46 meV ðPIXIEþ S4þ PlanckÞ; ð1Þ
consistent with the predictions in Ref. [17]. Adding
information on the growth of structures and the expansion
history at low redshifts by e.g., baryon acoustic oscillations
(BAO) from the Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument
(DESI),2 or galaxy shear and clustering from the Large
Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST),3 tightens themν bound
even further and would enable a 5σ detection of the
neutrino mass:
σðΣmνÞ ¼ 12meV ðPIXIEþS4þPlanckþBAOÞ;
σðΣmνÞ ¼ 11meV ðPIXIEþS4þPlanckþLSSTÞ: ð2Þ
We emphasize that this is possible only with the addition
of large-scale data from PIXIE and cannot be done with
expected final-mission Planck data (see right-hand side
of Fig. 1).
We note that the neutrino mass estimate that we predict
will be also complemented by—and cross-checked with—
measurements of the distribution of galaxy clusters from
CMB-S4 [27] or redshift space distortion data [26].
The neutrino sector can be further explored with CMB-
S4 by bounding the number of neutrinos or, more specifi-
cally, the effective number of relativistic species, Neff . The
neutrino contribution to radiation density at early times
affects the damping and position of the acoustic peaks in
the temperature and polarization power spectra. S4 is
forecast to detect this effect at high significance and to
constrain Neff with σðNeffÞS4 ¼ 0.05 (see Refs. [15,28] for
more extended exploration of Neff with CMB-S4). This
would reduce to σðNeffÞS4þPlanck ¼ 0.037 when having
larger sky and multipole coverage, i.e., adding Planck
outside the S4 survey. In this case PIXIE does not bring
1Non-Gaussian corrections due to lensing have a minor impact
on our results (see e.g., Ref. [22]).
2Forecasts assume percent-level angular diameter distance and
Hubble constant measurements in 18 equally spaced redshift bins
between 0.15 and 1.85 as presented in Ref. [26], converted into
distance ratio sensitivity.
3Forecasts assume the specifications and models described in
Ref. [21] for galaxy clustering extended with a weak-lensing
survey carried out with the full galaxy sample.
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major improvements (we note that this is true also after
delensing the primary CMB peaks: delensing will in fact
improve the constraining power only on small scales
covered by S4 [28]). However, when looking at the overall
neutrino physics parameter space (number and mass), the
region will be tightly constrained with the combination of
PIXIE and S4, as shown in Fig. 2.
2. Reionization
A cosmic-variance-limited measurement of τ, combined
with CMB-S4 small-scale temperature data, will also
enable new constraints on the epoch of reionization (see
e.g., Ref. [32]).
The redshift of reionization, zre, is mapped onto τ via
τðzreÞ ¼
Z
tð0Þ
tðzreÞ
neσTcdt0; ð3Þ
where ne is the free electron fraction at t0, σT the Thomson
scattering cross section and c the speed of light. The
integral runs from the reionization time to today. We
consider here an extended reionization process setting
the redshift at which the ionized fraction reaches half its
maximum to zre ¼ 8.27 (by converting τ ¼ 0.06 into a
mean redshift). The duration of reionization quantifies
the time needed for the ionized fraction of hydrogen to
FIG. 1. Two-dimensional marginalized contour levels at 68% confidence for the optical depth to reionization and the sum of the
neutrino masses as measured by different combinations of experiments. The contours are centered on a fiducial value
τ ¼ 0.06 − Σmν ¼ 60 meV, as indicated by the cross. Left: CMB-only predictions. PIXIE alone measures only the optical depth
from large-scale polarization, while S4 gets an estimate of both parameters via lensing. A cosmic-variance-limited measurement of τ is
reached with PIXIE [σðτÞ ¼ 0.002] when anchoring the amplitude parameter As with Planck or S4. This τ limit then enables a better
neutrino mass measurement, reaching σðΣmνÞ ¼ 46 meV from CMB alone. Right: CMB and low-redshift data combined constraints.
Adding information on the growth of structure and the expansion history at low redshifts, by e.g., BAO from DESI or galaxy shear and
clustering from LSST, tightens the mν bound even further, with σðΣmνÞ ≈ 12 meV and a 5σ detection of the neutrino mass. The dashed
gray lines show the20 meV region around the fiducial needed to have a> 3σ detection and highlight the importance of having PIXIE
data to achieve this.
FIG. 2. Two-dimensional marginalized contour levels at 68%
confidence for the neutrino number and sum of the masses. The
mass bound is the same as Fig. 1 with the PIXIE measurement of
τ fundamental to get Σmν. The number is instead constrained
solely by S4 small-scale data. Future constraints are compared to
the bounds expected from final-mission Planck temperature and
polarization data combined with a present compilation of BAO
data [29–31]. The contours are centered on a fiducial value
Neff ¼ 3.046 − Σmν ¼ 60 meV, as indicated by the dashed lines.
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rise from 25% to 75%. It can be related to AkSZ, the
amplitude of the patchy kinematic Sunyaev-Zel’dovich
(kSZ) contribution to the CMB temperature at l ¼ 3000
through the fitting formula in Ref. [33]:
AkSZ ¼ 2.02

1þ zre
11

− 0.12

Δzre
1.05

0.47
μK2: ð4Þ
The SZ signal [34] is generated by the inverse-Compton
scattering of low-energy CMB photons off the high-energy
electrons in galaxy clusters and has both thermal and
kinematic contributions. The kSZ itself is expected to have
two components: a low-redshift, “homogeneous” term [35],
sourced by perturbations in the free electron density after
reionization and caused by the peculiar velocity of the
intergalactic medium and unresolved galaxy clusters, and
an additional high-redshift “patchy” term sourced by
fluctuations in the ionized fraction and electron density
during reionization (e.g., [36–39]).
To extract the latter contribution we follow the procedure
described in Ref. [32], including the patchy kSZ contri-
bution in the observables by adding a template from
Ref. [33] and extending the S4 TT multipole range to
lmax ¼ 7000. Here we assume that the kSZ is the only
secondary emission left after foreground cleaning but we
consider the possibility of imperfect cleaning and quantify
the impact on the kSZ measurement in Sec. IV. We note that
with our fiducial values the expected kSZ power is
0.65 μK2 and is detected at high significance thanks to
the low noise level of the S4 data.
The combination of PIXIE and S4 forecasts a measure-
ment of both reionization parameters with
σðzreÞ ¼ 0.2;
σðΔzreÞ ¼ 0.03 ðPIXIEþ S4þ PlanckÞ; ð5Þ
improving by orders of magnitude on current constraints
[σðzreÞ ≈ 1, Δzre < 2.8 at 95% confidence from a combi-
nation of Planck and SPT data [40]]. We show single-
experiment and combined forecasts in Fig. 3. The full
potential of the PIXIE data is obtained by anchoring the
amplitude As with Planck.
B. Primordial fluctuations
The PIXIE and S4 experiments complement each other
in testing early-Universe models by measuring the proper-
ties of the primordial fluctuations on different scales.
Primordial tensor fluctuations, sourcing large-scale B
modeswith an amplitude proportional to the tensor-to-scalar
ratio parameter r,will begenerated fromagravitationalwave
background that may have been produced by inflation or
some other mechanism in the early Universe. The most
stringent upper limits on this contribution are currently set
from a combination of Planck and BICEP2/Keck data,
giving r < 0.07 at 95% confidence [14]. Intermediate-to-
small-scale temperature andEmodesof polarizationwill test
the scale invariance of the initial scalar fluctuations, as
measured with the scalar spectral index ns. Departure from
scale invariance is currently constrained by Planck at 5σ [2].
To present the most complete and robust forecasts
for primordial fluctuation parameters we extend here both
our baseline data set and Fisher calculations: (i) we include
the large-scale part of the S4 survey summarized in Table I,
with expected noise levels given in Table II; (ii) in order
to incorporate foreground uncertainties into these fore-
casts, we complement our Fisher matrix predictions for ns
with a map-based forecasting method for r, involving sky
simulations and non-white noise for S4, as described in
Sec. IV.
The forecasts are shown in Fig. 4. Assuming simple
foreground models, both experiments would achieve
similar individual constraints on the tensor-to-scalar
ratio parameter, with σðrÞPIXIE ¼ 6 × 10−4 and σðrÞS4 ¼
7 × 10−4 for a fiducial r ¼ 10−3. We must note, however,
that these results assume that iterative delensing has been
carried out on the S4 maps as described in Ref. [42], thus
reducing the cosmic-variance contribution from lensing B
modes at higher l. In the absence of delensing, we forecast
σðrÞS4 ¼ 2 × 10−3. This is not needed for PIXIE, given the
small contribution of lensing at the angular scales probed
by PIXIE (reionization bump). On the other hand, S4
would also improve the Planck determination of the
spectral index and make a 0.2% measurement of ns. The
combined forecast constraints on primordial parameters
are therefore
FIG. 3. Two-dimensional marginalized contour levels at 68%
confidence for the reionization parameters: time, zre, and dura-
tion, Δzre. The redshift of reionization is obtained by projecting
PIXIE’s τ constraint, while the duration gets information via the
extraction of the kinematic Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect in small-
scale S4 temperature data. The contours are set on a fiducial value
zre ¼ 8.27 − Δzre ¼ 1, as indicated by the cross.
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σðrÞ ¼

6 × 10−4 without delensing;
5 × 10−4 with delensing;
σðnsÞ ¼ 0.0017 ðPIXIEþ S4þ PlanckÞ: ð6Þ
We note that these experiments will bring constraints on
primordial tensor perturbations into the r ≈ 10−3 regime, of
particular interest to constrain inflationary theories [43]. A
5σ detection could be made for r ≥ 2.5 × 10−3, and levels
of r ≥ 10−3 could be ruled out at ≈5σ.
A key advantage of combining PIXIE and S4 is their
complementarity in terms of the range of scales that each
experiment is sensitive to, with PIXIE drawing its con-
straints mostly from the low-l reionization bump (l≲ 30)
and S4 mainly probing the recombination bump in the
primordial B-mode power spectrum. Besides providing a
robust consistency check in the standard case of tensor
perturbations within a slow-roll inflation scenario, this
complementarity would be especially important to con-
strain more general models. Furthermore, the superb
frequency coverage of PIXIE is essential to quantify the
spectral properties of different foreground sources, which
would be valuable in order to exclude or constrain potential
contamination from unknown foregrounds in S4.
C. Dark matter annihilation
Energy injection at recombination from dark matter
annihilation can be constrained with large-to-intermediate
CMB polarization (see e.g., Refs. [2,44–50]), and we
explore here the reach for PIXIE and S4.
The history of recombination will be altered if dark
matter particles annihilate into Standard Model particles,
releasing energy into the photon-baryon plasma (before the
end of recombination) and the gas and background radi-
ation (after recombination). This will result into an ionized,
atomic excited and heated gas, with modified CMB
temperature and polarization spectra. We parametrize the
way in which dark matter annihilation ionizes the back-
ground via the commonly used pann parameter expressed in
units of m3=s=kg (as implemented in CLASS):
pannðzÞ ¼ fðzÞ
hσvi
mχ
; ð7Þ
wheremχ is the mass of the dark matter particle, hσvi is the
thermally averaged annihilation cross section and fðzÞ is
the efficiency of the injection process. We center our
fiducial model around a scenario with pann ¼ 0 and no
TABLE II. Instrumental specifications assumed for PIXIE and S4 in analyses including tensor B modes. The numbers quoted for S4
correspond to the small-scale white-noise levels, which we use to produce non-white-noise curves via Eq. (9). All noise amplitudes are
provided in thermodynamic units (KCMB). We note that PIXIE will also make observations at frequencies higher than those used here, up
to 6 THz; these will be valuable for distinguishing between different dust models.
PIXIEa S4
Frequency [GHz] Noise (P) [μK-arc min] Beam [arc min] Frequency [GHz] Noise (P) [μK-arc min] Beam [arc min]
15,30,45, 998,254,116, 96 (for allb) 30 13 14
60,75,90, 68,45,33, 40 13 10.4
105,120,135, 26,22,19, 85 2.5 4.9
150,165,180, 17,15,14, 95 2.0 4.4
195,210,225, 14,14,14, 145 2.6 2.9
240,255,270, 14,14,15, 155 2.7 2.7
285,300,315, 16,17,18, 215 6.7 1.9
330,345,360, 20,22,24, 270 9.9 1.6
375,390,405, 27,30,34,
420,435,450, 38,44,50,
465,480,495, 57,66,76,
510,525,540, 88,102,119,
555,570,585, 140,164,193,
600,615,630, 229,270,322,
645,660,675, 382,457,544,
690,705,720, 654,782,943,
735,750,765, 1130,1368,1646,
780,795,810, 1998,2411,2934,
825,840,855, 3576,4334,5295,
870,885,900, 6433,7879,9660,
915,930,945, 11777,14470,17797,
960,975,990 21911,26820,33080
aReference [41].
bNote that PIXIE’s beam is a 2.2 degree top hat, although it can be approximated by a Gaussian with a 1.6 degree FWHM.
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variation in redshift and forecast the sensitivity with which
this can be constrained.
Results are shown in Fig. 5. The impact of varying pann
is on both large and intermediate polarization data and
therefore PIXIE and S4 are forecast to give similar results,
yielding a combined constraint:
pann < 0.09 × 10−6 m3=s=kg ðPIXIEþ S4þ PlanckÞ;
ð8Þ
or equivalently pann < 1.6 × 10−28 cm3=s=GeV, at 95%
confidence. This measurement would be a factor ≈2 tighter
than final-mission Planck constraints and close to that
coming from a CMB cosmic-variance-limited experiment
[46,50]. It will further reach the region of parameter space
overlapping with the Galactic center gamma-ray excess
observed by Fermi and interpreted as annihilating dark
matter [51] (see projections in Fig. 41 of [2]). If a dark
matter annihilation signal is found in CMB data, then the
measurement over a wide range of scales provided by
PIXIE and S4 will ensure robustness of the result.
We note that PIXIE is also sensitive to dark matter
annihilation through its measurements of the CMB μ
spectral distortion which, for example, would provide a
weaker but complementary constraint in the case of s-wave
annihilation [52,53].
IV. SUPPRESSING THE IMPACT
OF FOREGROUNDS
A. Large scales
Arguably the most important source of systematic
uncertainty for large-scale CMB science is the presence
of Galactic diffuse foregrounds, which must be reliably
separated from the cosmological signal. This is of particular
relevance in the search for primordial gravitational waves in
the form of CMB B modes which, unlike T and E, are
subdominant across the whole sky and frequency range
with respect to the combined foreground emission
[14,54,55]. In this case, an exquisite modeling of all
relevant polarized foreground sources, accompanied by a
robust control over the potential foreground residuals in
non-blind component-separated maps, is indispensable in
order to place the tight constraints (r≲ 10−3) needed to
gain significant insight into the physics of the early
Universe [43].
As demonstrated in Refs. [42,56,57], a complete char-
acterization of the most relevant foreground sources can
lead to a significant increase in the final uncertainty on r
with respect to the expected value assuming template
subtraction of simple foregrounds. For instance, accounting
for the possibility of spatially varying spectral indices
amounts to adding a full new free sky degree of freedom
per index, and a limited frequency coverage can eventually
become insufficient to constrain all currently allowed
foreground models. Furthermore, the use of simple fore-
ground models to describe a complex sky can lead to a
strong bias in the recovered value of r [58]. In both
respects, the frequency range and resolution afforded by
FIG. 5. One-dimensional distribution for the dark matter
annihilation parameter pann. pann will be equally constrained
by large- and intermediate-scale PIXIE and S4 polarization data;
the combination of the two experiments will reach the sensitivity
of a CMB cosmic-variance-limited experiment. The forecasts are
compared to the expected constraint from final-mission Planck
temperature and polarization data.
FIG. 4. Two-dimensional marginalized contour levels at 68%
confidence for primordial fluctuation parameters: the tensor-to-
scalar ratio r and the scalar spectral index ns. Limits on r will
come from the PIXIE measurement of the reionization bump and
the S4 measurement of the recombination bump (which requires
additional delensing). ns is bound from S4 small-scale temper-
ature and E modes. The combination of the two experiments
enables a 5σ detection of r if larger than ≈0.0025. The contours
are set on a fiducial value r ¼ 0.001 − ns ¼ 0.9655, as indicated
by the cross.
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its polarizing Michelson interferometer makes PIXIE an
ideal mission to make a convincing measurement of the
primordial tensor-to-scalar ratio with good control over
complex foreground models and systematics.
In this section we estimate the expected degradation
in the final measurements of r due to foreground
contamination.
For PIXIE we do this through a three-step process:
(1) We first ran a suite of 100 sky simulations using the
software presented in Ref. [59], containing the main
sky components: the cosmological CMB signal,
including lensed B modes and a primordial compo-
nent with r ¼ 10−3, galactic synchrotron and ther-
mal dust emission. Beam smoothing and white noise
were added to the simulations using the instrumental
specifications described in Table II. In this analysis
we consider PIXIE frequencies up to 1 THz. We,
however, note that PIXIE will also measure frequen-
cies above 1 THz which will be valuable to dis-
criminate between different models for the thermal
dust emission.
(2) We ran the Bayesian component-separation algo-
rithm described in Ref. [57] on each simulation and
produced maps for the best-fit cosmological signal
and its uncertainty for each simulation. The code
assumed spatially varying spectral indices in patches
of ≈16 deg2. The resulting maps were then used to
generate a map of the expected CMB noise variance
after component separation across the sky.
(3) This map was then used to generate CMB simu-
lations with the appropriate noise variance. We
estimated the posterior distribution of r on each
simulation through a simplified version of the pixel-
based likelihood described in Ref. [60]. The like-
lihood was computed for two free parameters: the
B-mode amplitude r and an effective lensing am-
plitude AL multiplying a template lensed B-mode
power spectrum. We then compared the width of this
posterior with that of maps containing the nominal
4 μK-arc min noise level.
We stress that this method accounts not only for the
effect of foregrounds, but also for the non-Gaussian
distribution of the CMB power spectra, and therefore it
yields more realistic forecast uncertainties than the Fisher
matrix approach used in the previous sections.
For S4, we follow the method described in Ref. [57]
assuming the specifications listed in Table II. We further
account for atmospheric contamination at the noise level and
computemore realistic non-white-noise power spectra using
Nl ¼ σ2N

1þ

l
lknee

α

; ð9Þ
where σ2N is the white-noise sensitivity and α is the tilt of the
nonwhite component, which dominates onmultipoles below
lknee. Here we have used lknee ¼ 50 and α ¼ −1.9, com-
patible with current ground-based experiment noise
curves [8].
Figure 6 shows the posterior distribution for r, for a
PIXIE simulation with suboptimal noise variance after
component separation (red solid lines) and the result for
a simulation with nominal noise levels (red dashed lines).
The results for S4 are shown as blue lines in the same cases.
Although foregrounds increase the final uncertainty on r by
a factor of ≈100% for S4, the effect is only mild in the case
of PIXIE, ≈25%, thanks to the large number of frequency
channels available to constrain the foreground frequency
dependence. This is further motivation for the combination
of both experiments, with PIXIE providing an essential
control over complex foreground components that is not
achievable for S4 given its limited frequency coverage.
This exercise was repeated for simulations with a fiducial
value of r ¼ 0, yielding the upper bound on r reported in
Sec. III B; levels of r ≥ 10−3 will be ruled out at ≈5σ with
the combination of CMB-S4 and PIXIE.
B. Small scales
On small scales the primordial CMB temperature signal
becomes obscured by Galactic and extragalactic microwave
emission contributing with extra power in the power
spectrum. A detailed characterization of the foreground
components has been developed for high-resolution ACT
[61], SPT [62,63] and Planck [19] temperature data. This
proved to be crucial in deriving unbiased cosmological
parameters from these experiments.
For our S4 data set we have assumed the ideal scenario in
which the SZ and other extragalactic emissions have been
FIG. 6. Simulated posterior distributions for r as measured by
PIXIE (red curves) and S4 (blue curves). Solid lines show results
for simulations with degraded noise after foreground removal,
while dashed lines correspond to the nominal noise levels. The
vertical dashed line shows our fiducial value of r ¼ 10−3.
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perfectly removed from the sky signal and that the extracted
CMB map has no residual foreground contamination.
However, one might expect that, given the increased
sensitivity and resolution compared to current experiments,
the foregrounds will have an even stronger impact on the
cosmological constraints for S4 and a more careful treat-
ment in temperature is required even for small foreground
residuals. We demonstrate here that it is reasonable to
neglect the small-scale foregrounds by noting that S4 we
will enter a new regime where most of the constraining
power will come from the CMB polarization TE and EE
power spectra (hints of this evolution are already evident
with current experiments [8,64,65]). A detailed characteri-
zation of small-scale intensity foregrounds will not there-
fore be necessary. The CMB TE and EE polarization
spectra are significantly less affected by extragalactic
and secondary emission, with a negligible contribution
from polarized radio sources and SZ (see e.g., Refs. [8,13]).
To quantify the relative contribution of temperature to
polarization we run our forecast tools on individual
S4 CMB spectra: TT and TE/EE. We find that the spectra
having polarization information provide a larger weight in
the constraint than temperature (with a ratio between
recovered σ’s of about three) and dominate the total.
This is true even in the case of perfectly cleaned temper-
ature extended to lmax ¼ 5000 (matching the l range of the
polarized spectra). We show this in Fig. 7, where we report
the S4-only forecasts for the number of relativistic particles
from different subsets of the data, assuming 30–5000 for all
observables. We obtain σðNeffÞ ¼ 0.17 from TT alone and
σðNeffÞ ¼ 0.058 from TE/EE. The combined σðNeffÞ ¼
0.045 is therefore dominated by polarization. The same
argument holds for any early-Universe physics phenome-
non manifesting its effects on the CMB temperature
and polarization damping tail region of the spectrum.
For example, we forecast 0.0073 from TT alone, 0.0037
from TE/EE, and combined 0.0029 for the running of the
spectral index.
The only small-scale science case presented in this paper
which does not reflect this behavior is the physics of
reionization. While S4 polarization will play a major role in
reducing the degeneracy between kSZ and primordial CMB
arising in temperature data, the kSZ extraction will be
affected by other foreground terms and in particular by the
tSZ effect. We anticipate that S4 will use the 90–220 GHz
range to separate out foregrounds from the CMB, including
the tSZ which vanishes at 220 GHz. The kSZ, because of its
blackbody nature, will be the only remaining component
not decoupled from the CMB. We assumed that this
component separation method works perfectly in our
baseline case but we estimate here the impact of nonperfect
cleaning on our forecasts.
To do this we have allowed for a larger noise level for S4,
doubling the effective sensitivity, assuming that some
residual foregrounds leave extra noise in the CMB map.
We find that this would have a very marginal impact on the
constraints and the Δzre measurement would degrade by
only≈20%. Amuch stronger impact is expected from a free-
to-vary homogeneous kSZ contribution. In the baseline
analysis the homogeneous term is added as a template (from
Refs. [66,67]) with an amplitude held fixed to 1. We relax
this assumption here and marginalize over the homo-
geneous amplitude to study the impact on the patchy signal
measurement. By varying this extra degree of freedom, we
find that the measurement of the patchy component is
significantly affected, with the error on Δzre increased by a
factor of 5, although the detection significancewould still be
high (≈8σ). Anticipating that information on the homo-
geneous kSZ term will come in the future from cross-
correlation studies or with shape measurements [68], we
predict that a robust detection of the patchy kSZ at more
than ≈10σ will be possible with CMB-S4.
V. CONCLUSION
Over the next ten years we expect a huge improvement in
CMB data from proposed and planned future experiments.
In this paper we have presented the expected performance in
some cosmological science cases that can be obtained
combining the ground-based CMB stage-4 experiment with
CMB anisotropy data from the proposed PIXIE satellite. The
two experiments provide complementary observations, with
PIXIE covering large sky fractions at multiple frequencies
on large-to-intermediate angular scales and S4 observing
40% of the sky at high resolution and sensitivity.
We have shown that a cosmic-variance-limited meas-
urement of the optical depth to reionization, with
σðτÞ ¼ 0.002, provided by PIXIE will enable a 5σ detec-
tion of the sum of the neutrino masses when added to CMB
lensing measurement from CMB-S4 and to information on
FIG. 7. Predicted 1σ error on the number of relativistic species
from different CMB-S4 observables. The constraining power is
dominated by spectra including polarization information (TE/EE
spectra).
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the growth of structure and the expansion history at low
redshifts from e.g., BAO from DESI or galaxy lensing and
clustering from LSST. We have shown how this will be
impossible with data from Planck. We have forecast limits
on parameters characterizing the epoch of reionization; we
project the PIXIE τ limit into a σðzreÞ ¼ 0.2 for the time of
reionization and a kinematic Sunyaev-Zel’dovich measure-
ment from S4 into a σðΔzreÞ ¼ 0.03 for the duration of the
reionization.
We have investigated future constraints on the primordial
fluctuations and predict a σðrÞ≃ 5 × 10−4 for a signal with
a tensor-to-scalar ratio r ¼ 10−3, after accounting for
diffuse foreground removal, as well as non-white noise
and delensing for the S4 experiment. The combination of
PIXIE and S4 enables a 5σ detection of r if larger than
≈2.5 × 10−3 and would rule out levels of r ≥ 10−3 at ≈5σ.
We have forecast limits on energy injections at recombi-
nation from dark matter annihilation, taking advantage of
its signature on both PIXIE and S 4l ranges; we get pann <
0.09 × 10−6 at 95% confidence.
Finally, we have shown that the wide and dense
frequency coverage of PIXIE will substantially reduce
the foreground degradation on measurements of primordial
fluctuations, while the S4 small-scale polarization con-
straining power will attenuate the impact of extragalactic
foregrounds on cosmological parameters measured in the
damping tail region of the spectra.
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